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Abstract 
Aurenhammer, F. and J. Hagauer, Computing equivalence 
with applications, Discrete Mathematics 109 (1992) 3-12. 
classes among the edges of a graph 
For two edges e = (x, y) and e ’ = (x’, y’) of a connected graph G = (V, E) let e Oe’ iff 
d(x. x’) + ;(y, y’) # d(x, y’) + d(x’, y). Here d(x, y) denotes the length of a shortest path in G 
joining vertices x and y. 
An algorithm is presented that computes the equivalence classes induced on E by the 
transitive closure 6 of 0 in time O((Vl IEI) and space O(lVl’). Finding the equivalence classes 
of 6 is the primary step of several graph algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider graphs which are undirected, unweighted, and 
connected. As usual, a graph G is defined by the pair (V, E) where V is the 
(finite) set of vertices of G and E c V x V is the set of edges of G. For two 
vertices x and y, let d(x, y) denote the length of a shortest path in G between x 
and y. That is, d(x, y) counts the minimal number of edges of G to be traversed 
when moving from x to y. Note that d induces a metric on V and that d(x, y) < 00, 
for arbitrary X, y E V, since G is required to be connected. 
By means of d, a relation 0 between the edges of G can be specified as follows; 
see Graham and Winkler [8]. Let e = (x, y), e’ = (x’, y’) E E. Then e Oe’ if and 
only if 
d(x, x’) + d(y, y’) f d(x, y’) + 4x’, y). 
Simple arguments show that 0 is symmetric, reflexive and, in general, not 
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transitive. Our interest is in the equivalence classes induced by the transitive 
closure, 6, of 0. We present an algorithm that partitions E into these classes in 
O(] VI IEI) time and O(}V(*) space. This task appears as a primary step in several 
graph algorithms. Examples are factoring a graph with respect to Cartesian 
multiplication [13], or testing isometric embeddability in hypercubes [ 11. Our 
result should be seen in contrast to the fact that Q(lRj) is a lower time bound for 
computing the equivalence classes of /? if a relation R is given explicitly. It is the 
special structure of 0 that can be exploited to bring down the time complexity to 
O(IVl IU)-’ 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a characterization of 0 in terms 
of set operations-which might be of interest in its own right-is given. Section 3 
outlines the algorithm for computing the equivalence classes with respect to 6. 
Its efficiency relies on both the new characterization of 0 and the use of 
appropriate data structures. An application of the result to the prime factoriza- 
tion of Cartesian-product graphs is sketched in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 offers 
a discussion of the presented material. 
2. Index sets that characterize 8 
Throughout this section let v,, be an arbitrary but fixed vertex of G, ca!led the 
reference vertex. Labe! the vertices adjacent to v. as vl, . . . , u, and the edges 
incident with u. as e, = (Q, vk), for 1 < k d t. We associate each vertex x of G 
with two index sets, IX and JA, with respect to v,, in the following way: 
& = {k I+, u,c) < 4x, v,)} ,
Jx = {k 1 dk v,c) s d(x, w,)} - 
So k E 1, iff vertex vk lies on a shortest path from x to uo. (A similar 
interpretation is valid for JX_) Observe the trivial inclusion I’ c J, E { 1, 2, . . . , t}, 
for t= p(v,,) denoting the degree of v,,. Call an edge (x, y) even (with respect to 
vo) if d(x, u,J = d(y, uo) and o&i, otherwise. The following lemma characterizes 
the set of odd edges of G which are in relation 0 with some edge incident with 
VO- 
Lemma 2. Let e = (x, y) be an odd edge such that, without loss of generality, 
d(x, ~0) < d(y, ~0). 
e 8ek if and only if k E (I_ - IX) U (.I” - JX). 
Proof. Let us focus on the backward implication first. Assume k E I_ and k $ IX. 
By definition of the index sets, d(y, vr;) < d(y, uo) and d(x, uk) 2 d(x, I+,) hold. 
’ As was pointed out by the referees, a recent method by Feder [4] achieves the same running time 
while using O(lEl) space. His approach is distinct from ours and uses a certain subrelation of 0 with 
the same transitive closure. 
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Hence we have the inequality 
d(x, ~0) + d(y, Q) < d(x, v,) + d(y, vo) 
which implies (x, y) = e Oek = (Q, v,). On the other hand, assumption k eJY and 
k $J, gives d(y, vk) d d(y, vo) and d(x, v,) > d(x, vo). But now the inequality 
above that implies e Oek holds again. 
To prove the forward implication suppose e Oek, that is, d(x, vo) + d(y, v,) f 
d(x, v,) + d(y, v,,). The proof is structured into the case analysis below. 
Case: ‘>‘. 
Ohserve first that d(x, v,) + la d(y, v,) has to be true because (x, y) = e is an 
edge of G. So one gets 
d(x, 2/o) + d(x, Q) + 12 d(x, vo) + d(y, Q) 
> d(x, Q) + d(y, ~1) 
and, in particular, d(x, v,,) + 1 > d(y, q,). However, this contradicts the proposi- 
tion d(x, vo) < d(y, vo) on e, thus showing that Case ‘>’ cannot occur. 
Case: ‘<‘. 
Let 6 be the right side of the inecluality subtracted by the left side. Clearly, 
1s 6 d 2 holds. 
Subcase: ‘6 = 2’. 
We must have d(x, uo) < d(x, v,) and d(y, v,) < d(y, Q) or, equivalently, 
k $ JX and k E IY. From 1, E J, we conclude k E I,, - I,. 
Subcase: ‘6 = 1’. 
As one possibility, we might have d(x, z+J = d(x, v,) and d(y, v,) < d(y, Q). 
This means k $ IX and k E I_, hence k E I,, - E,. As the other possibility, we might 
have d(x, vo) < d(x, v,) and d(y, v,) = d(y, Q). So k $ Jx and k E Jy, that is, 
keJ,-J,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. Cl 
Lemma 1 constitutes the basis of the algorithm (outlined in the next section) 
which computes the equivalence classes of the transitive closure 6 of 0. In order 
to take into account also those edges which are even with respect to a reference 
vertex vo, the assertion below is exploited. 
Lemma 2. If e = (x, y) is euen with respect o v,, and if e 0 (q,, uk) then e is odd 
with respect o the reference vertex uk. 
Proof. By assumption, d(x, ‘oo) = d(y, Q) and d(x, q,) + d(y, Q) # d(x, Q? + 
d(y, vo). Consequently, d(y, v,) Z d(x, Q), that is to say, (x, y) is odd with 
respect to vk. Cl 
We close this section with a property that will be useful for organizing index 
sets into an efficient data structure. 
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Lemma 3. Let u. be the current reference vertex and consider some (odd) edge 
(x, y) with d(x, v,) = d( y, v,) - 1. Then I, E I,, and J, EJY. 
proof. To verify the former inclusion, let k E I,. So d(x, vk) < d(x, Q), for some 
vertex u,+ adjacent to vo. In conjunction with the trivial fact d(y, vk) - 1 d 
d(x, Q) and with our proposition d(x, vu) = d(y, vo) - 1 we obtain d(y, v,) - 
1 c d(y, q,) - 1 and hence k E IY. 
Concerning the latter inclusion, assume k E J, which means d(x, II,) d d(x, vo). 
By the same reasoning as before, d( y, vk) - I d d( y, vo) - 1 and hence k E 
JY. Cl 
3. Computing the equivalence classes of 6 
3.1. The overall algorithm 
We now have the tools ready for an algorithm computing the equivalence 
classes of the edge relation 6 for an input graph G = (V, E). Roughly speaking, 
the algorithm proceeds as follows. Initially, each edge is considered as a separate 
class. ‘Whenever the algorithm finds two edges that are in relation 0, it unites the 
respective classes. After detecting all relevant pairs of edges at least once, the 
algorithm ends up with a partition of E into the equivalence classes of 6 since 
transitivity is obviously covered by the union operations. Below is a more formal 
description of the overall structure of the algorithm. 
Input: A connected and finite graph G = (V, E). 
For each e E E, initialize C(e) = {e). 
For each v. E V do: 
Step 1: For each x E V, compute 1, and JI, with respect to Q. 
Step 2: For each odd e = (x, y) E E do: 
If d(x, v,) > d( y, vo) then interchange x and y. 
For k = 1 through P(Q) do: 
If k E (I,, - IX) U (Jy - Jz) then unite C(u 1 d:,hd C(e). 
Output: rhe equivalence classes C(e), e fz E. r ! c” 
Some comments are in order to verify the correctness of the algorithm. In 
particular, we have to make sure that just those pairs of distinct edges of G that 
are in relation 0 are detected in Step 2. According to Lemma 1 we find, for each 
reference vertex u(,, exactly those edge pairs e, ek such that ek is incident with uo, 
e Oe,, and e is odd. Since each edge has to be incident with some vertex and 
since u. runs through all vertices in V, ek wili run through all edges in E. 
However, the even edges e with e @ek are bypassed by the control flow of the 
algorithm for the current uo. But Lemma 2 tells us that such edges e will be 
touched while the other vertex, uk, of ek is the reference vertex. 
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3.2. A straigheorward implementation 
We start with specifying the data structures that are used to store the objects 
handled by the algorithm. The input graph G = (V, E) is assumed to be given in 
standard adjacency list representation. This representation allows us to find the 
p(x) vertices adjacent to a vertex x in O(p(x)) time. Moreover, it requires 
O(rz + m) space, for n = 1 Vi and m = IEI, which is in O(m) since G is connected. 
To store the index sets IX and J:. we keep, for each x E V, two linear arrays of 
length n - 1. Observe that ]lX] d ]JXl s F(X) d n - 1. Entry 1 or 0 at position k in 
IX indicates k f & or k $ IX, respectively (same for J,). Thus k E IX (k E JX) can be 
marked and then decided in constant time. The index sets occupy 0(n2) space. 
Note that they have to be recomputed for each reference vertex Q. To speed up 
this task, we determine the distance matrix, D(G), of G in an iniiia! step. Given 
two vertices X, y E V, the shortest distance d(x, y) in G between x and y then is 
available in constant time. Note that O(nm) time and O(n2) space suffice for 
calculating D(G) from an adjacency list representation of G by means of standard 
breadth-first search. Given D(G), the fol!owing simple strategy can be used to 
compute the index sets with respect to a fixed vertex vo. 
Let V1,. . . , v, be the vertices adjacent to vo, for t = P(Q). For all x E V, 
initialize all entries in 1, and in J, as 0. 
For all x E V do: 
6 = d(x> vo). 
For k running from 1 through t do: 
If d(x, v,) < 6 then set the kth entry in 1, to 1. 
If d(x, v,) f 6 then set the kth entry in J, to 1. 
The running time of this algorithm is clearly bounded by O(np(v,,)). Since 
CII,,EV P(Q) = 2m, O(nm) time and 0(n2) space are required in total by Step 1 in 
the previous subsection. 
The partition of G’s edge set E into the current classes C(e) IS maintained by a 
so-called union-find structure; for data structures in general and the union-find 
structure in particular see, e.g., Mehlhorn [lo]. This data structure supports two 
operations on the classes it stores: FIND(e), identifying the unique class C(e) 
which an edge e currently lies in, and UNION(e, e’), carrying out the union of 
C(e) and C(e’). Initially, the union-find structure stores the m singleton classes 
C(e) = (4, f or each e E E. If we choose an implementation that emphasizes 
FINDS, a sequence of u d m - 1 UNIONS and f FINDS can be handled in 
O(u log u +f) time and with a storage requirement of O(m). 
We are now ready to anaiyze the complexity of Step 2. For each edge e = (x, y) 
that is odd with respect to the actual reference vertex (this is decided in constant 
time using the distance matrix) we determine all indices k E (l,, - I,) U (Jy -J,) in 
O(n) time by a sequential scan through the corresponding four arrays. For each k 
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(there are at most n - 1) we perform FIND(eA.) and compared it to FIND(e). In 
case of non-identity UNION(ek, e) is performed, too. It is easy to see that 
O(n’m) FINDS and at most m - 1 UNIONS are executed in this way. Hence the 
overall complexity of Step 2 is 0(&n + m logm) = O(n’m) time and O(m) 
(additional) space. 
3.3. A sophisticated implementation 
The aim of this subsection is to show that a slightly modified implementation of 
Steps 1 and 2 improves the overall running time to O(nm). 
Let us reconsider which actions dominate the running time of the most costly 
Step 2. O(n) time is spent to determine the difference of two index sets, and 
constant time is additionally spent for each k appearing in some difference, even 
when the difference does not cause any union of classes. To remedy this 
shortcoming, we now store the index sets in a way reflecting the actual stage of 
the classes. Throughout this subsection, let us concentrate on the I-sets; the 
situation is completely analogous t’or the J-sets. For 1 d k d p(vJ, define 
Mk = { jdr 1 C(ej)= C(ek)}, and let lr(k) denote the kth entry in the array for [,. 
Then we store 
IA&l ifk=minM,, I,o’{0 otherwise. 
So instead of marking the edge indices that are contained in lV separately, we only 
mark-for each class-the smallest edge index with respect to that class that lies 
in 1,. However, this index is augmented with a multiplicity counting the edges in 
that class which have their index in lr. Hence we have 
the cardinaiity of &, wh,:h is stored in addition. 
To compute the &-arm, for all x E V when a new vertex q) becomes the 
reference vertex in Step 1 we proceed similarly as described in Subsection 3.2. 
However, we first associate each current class with the smallest index of an edge 
incident with u(, and lying in that class. If a class contains no edge incident with v,) 
then the class is associated with 3~. This task obviously can be implemented in 
O(m) time, by initializing all class indices as x and then performing p(q,) FINDS 
and less than p(v,,) comparisons. Now, if d(x, v,) < d(x, v,,) for a vertex X, we 
increment IX(j) by 1 if j < x is the index of the class reported by FIND(e,). These 
actions will not affect the order of running time of Step 1. 
The new implementation of Step 2 needs some more care. First of all, the 
/‘-arrays possibly need to he updated when sort ~ln;nm -r..V,I of Asses is performed. 
I-CB this ciid, - we define the following operation on these arrays. 
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JOIN( :, j). 
If i >j then interchange i, j. 
For all x E V do: 
Increment I,(i) by l\-(j). 
Set IX(j) to zero. 
It is easy to see that after some UNION(ei, ej), for edges ei, ej incident with u,, 
and lying in different classes, JOIN(i, j) will make the representation of classes by 
the IX-arrays consistent to their representation by the union-find structure. Note 
that each call of JOIN costs O(n) time since direct access to the arrays is 
available. By the way, we must not forget to associate the new class created by 
UNION(ei, ej) with the smaller one of the indices that were associated with the 
two classes just united. 
We now describe how to handle the difference 1,, -I, for each odd edge 
e = (x, y) E E. The strategy is outlined first and is then proven to be correct and 
analysed 
If l&l <: 11,1 then: 
Case A: FIND(e) reports a class associated with index 00. 
Detemine the r indices ki < - - - <k, with I_p(ki) > Ixjki). 
For i = 1 through r do UNION(ek,, e). 
If r > 1 then JOIN(ki, k,), for i = 2 through r. 
Case B: FIND(e) reports a class associated with index j < 00. 
Set 6 = I_(j) - I,(j). 
If 6 < II_,,/ - 11’1 then: 
Determine the r indices kl < - - - <k, with tv(ki) > Ix(ki). 
For i = 1 through r, ki #j, do UNION(e,,, e). 
If r > 1 then JOIN(ki, k,), for i = 2 through r. 
If 6 = 0 then JOIN( j, k,). 
Let us argue about the correctness of this strategy. By Lemma 3, I, c_ IY holds 
because d(x, q,) < d(y, v,:) is guaranteed from the overall algorithm. Hence 
either lIXl = &I, in which case I, = IY so that we are done, or l&l < II,,1 in which 
case the existence of a difference is assured. Potentially, the class C(e) has to be 
united now with all classes C(e,), for k E IY - I,. Our strategy avoids considering 
the same classes twice. Each ki with Iy(ki) > 0 corresponds to a separate class, and 
for all ki with Iy(ki) > Ix(ki) the classes C(ek,) and C(e) are united as required. In 
addition, if more than one ki possesses the latter property then JOIN(k,, k,), for 
k, being the smallest such index, decreases the nonzero entries per I-array to 
those corresponding to separate classed 1~ c -ow. Hence nothing can go wrong as long 
as e does not already tie in the class of some edge incident with v() (Case A). If e 
does, however (Case B), then this class has got associated with the smallest index 
j of such an edge. If now 6 = IY( j) - I,(j) equals I I_,,1 - l&l then nothing has to be 
done since j must be the only index where a difference occurs, and ej and e are 
already in the same class. Otherwise, there must be indices ki f j with 
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l_,.(ki) >I,(k,), for which the UNION (and if necessary, JOIN) operations are 
carried out correctly as before. Finally we must ensure a JOlN(j, k I). for k, being 
the smallest of these indices, since ej and e have been in the same class before and 
e and ek,, and thus ej and ek,, are in the same class now. This JOIN is not covered 
by the last for-loop above if j is not reported to be in the difference, that is, if 
CT = 0. This completes the argumentation about correctness. 
Concerning the running time, four facts have to be observed. First, a sequential 
scan through the arrays for I,. arid I’ to determine their difference is applied only 
if the difference causes some UNION. Second, the overall number of UNIONS 
performed by the algorithm does not exceed m - 1 since we start with m = IEI 
classes and end up with at ‘least one. Third, the number of JOINS is bounded by 
the number of UNIONS. Finally, FIND is executed O(nm) times as are the 
remaining (constant-time) actions. Recall that scanning and JOIN cost time O(n) 
each, while the whole sequence of UNlONs and FINDS can be accomplished in 
O(m logm + nm) = O(nna) time. Summing up these quantities shows that the 
overall complexity of Step 2 is bounded by O(nm). 
We conclude the main assertion of Section 3. 
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph. There is ccn algorithm that 
compu,tes the equivalence classes induced on E by the relation 6 in O(i V 1 1 E 1) time 
and 0( 1 V 1’) space. 
4. Factoring connected graphs 
In the following, a situation is sketched where an efficient computation of 6 
leads to an improved algorithmic solution. 
Sabidussi [ll] proved that every finite connected graph G = (V, E) admits a 
unique prime factorization with respect to the Cartesian product. For more 
information on unique factorization rcsuJts see, e.g., [6]. Several methods for 
producing such a factorization in polynomial time have been developed. The 
method of Feigenbaum et al. [S] takes 0( 1 VI”.‘) time, while the implementation 
of Winkler’s method [ 131 as described in Feigenbaum [7] runs in time O(lVl”). In 
the light of Theorem 1, there is an improved implementation of the latter. The 
method originates from results in Graham and Winkler [8] and roughly uses the 
following approach. 
(I) Compute the equivalence classes C; induced on E by the relation 6. 
(II) Compute a canonical embedding (Y of G into the Cartesian product of 
certain graphs Gi constructed from the classes C;. 
(III) Derive the prime factors of G from its embedding LY. 
According to Theorem 1, (I) can be done in O(nm) time adnd O(n”) space, for 
n = I VI and m = I El. (II) essentially amounts to finding connected components in 
the graphs (V, E - C;) and thus can be dc-ne within the same complexity bounds; 
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for details on (Y consult [S]. Finally, the complexity of (III) has been recently 
improved to O(nm + n2 log2 n) time (and Q(n2) space) by Hochstrasser [9]. This 
implies the theorem below.” 
Theorem 2. O(lVj IE:I + lV12 log2 IVl) time and 0(lVj2) space sufice for comput- 
ing the unique prime factorization of a connected graph C = (V, E) with respect o 
the Cartesian product. 
5. Discussion 
We have shown in this paper that the equivalence classes of the relation 6 can 
be found in O(lVl /El) time and O(lV12) p s ace. Compared to the trivial method 
which checks e Oe’ for each pair e, e’ E E directly via the distance matrix, a time 
factor of IEl/lVl is saved. This improvement was possible since only the classes 
rather than each pair of edges in relation was to be reported. Nevertheless, our 
approach falls back upon the distance matrix as well. 
As an implication of our result, the process of factoring a Cartesian-product 
graph according to Winkler [13] is speeded up from O(lVl”) to O(lVl IEI + 
/VI2 log2 IVl) t’ Ime. Factoring with respect to the Cartesian product appears as a 
subroutine in a recent algorithm by Feigenbaum and Schtiffer [6] for finding the 
prime factors of a graph with respect to the strong direct product. Their algorithm 
can be implemented within the time complexity of the former times O(log IV!). It 
should be mentioned that there are other algorithmic problems on graphs where 
0 comes in. For instance, deciding isometric embeddability in hypercubes 
essentially reduces to deciding the transitivity of 0 for bipartite graphs; see [12]. 
In a companion paper [I] the authors have shown that, given the equivalence 
c!asses of 6, this task can be carried out in O(lV( IEI) additional time. For an 
introduction to the subject of isometric embeddings ee [14]. 
The idea of characterizing 0 by means of index sets is likely to carry over to 
similar relations, for example, the Djokovic relation [3] or the relations studied in 
[5]. (The former coincides with 0 in bipartite graphs.) It seems interesting to 
investigate whether new graph-theoretical insight or algorithmic improvement can 
be gained by using index sets in this manner. 
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